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Abstract: In order to detect distributed ground surface deformation, an elastic helical
structure Time Domain Reflectometry (TDR) sensing cable is shown in this paper. This
special sensing cable consists of three parts: a silicone rubber rope in the center;
a couple of parallel wires coiling around the rope; a silicone rubber pipe covering the
sensing cable. By analyzing the relationship between the impedance and the structure of
the sensing cable, the impedance model shows that the sensing cable impedance will
increase when the cable is stretched. This specific characteristic is verified in the cable
stretching experiment which is the base of TDR sensing technology. The TDR experiment
shows that a positive reflected signal is created at the stretching deformation point on the
sensing cable. The results show that the deformation section length and the stretching
elongation will both affect the amplitude of the reflected signal. Finally, the deformation
locating experiments show that the sensing cable can accurately detect the deformation
point position on the sensing cable.
Keywords: elastic helical; distributed detection; TDR sensing cable; geological hazard
monitoring
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1. Introduction
Surface deformation caused by geological hazards is an important phenomenon in geological hazard
monitoring, such as landslides. Different kinds of ground deformation sensing technologies have been
applied for detecting or measuring surface deformation, such as Global Positioning System (GPS)
technology, Brillouin optical time domain reflectometer (BOTDR) and Differential Interferometric
Synthetic Aperture Radar (D-InSAR).
The GPS deformation monitoring system has been an important tool for studying surface
deformation processes [1–6]. It can provide high-precision (mm level) three-dimensional displacement
information of the monitoring points and the monitoring points do not have to be visible. Bai et al.
built a comprehensive monitoring system including GPS InSAR and inclinometer to study the dynamic
deformation process of the Jiaju landslide in Danba (Sichuan, China). With GPS displacement
monitoring data, the FLAC3D numerical simulation method was adopted and the stress field, distribution
of displacement and plastic zone in the dynamic deformation process were simulated. The simulation
results were consistent with monitoring results. GPS deformation monitoring technology is also used
in mine area safety monitoring applications. Zhao et al. established a systematical GPS monitoring
network on the ground surface of the Longshou Opencast Mine in China. After five and half years of
monitoring, a 3D numerical model was established to reveal the stress environment around the
excavation and opencast slope rock mass, and the rock mass movement and deformation, stress
distribution and failure mechanism were discussed. Combined with the monitoring results and field
investigation, it pointed out that the overall slope stability is relatively good in the current stage.
However, GPS technology can only measure the displacement of monitoring points with GPS
observation stations. Rock masses are not rigid bodies. The deformation of different parts of the
ground surface is different. One monitoring point’s displacement result cannot represent other parts’
displacement. In order to monitor ground deformation, the quantity of monitoring points should be
large enough. In the Jiaju landslide monitoring system, there are 22 monitoring points. In the
Longshou Opencast Mine, the number is nearly 300. In order to monitor so many deformation points,
each deformation point has to be measured periodically with a limited amount of GPS equipment. The
monitoring period can be several months, which limits the real-time performance of GPS deformation
monitoring system.
BOTDR is a kind of distributed deformation monitoring technology [7–11]. It sends a light pulse
into an optical fiber fixed along the observed object. According to the relationship between reflected
scattered light frequency shift change and optical fiber deformation and time interval between pulsed
light and reflected scattered light, BOTDR can locate and measure the deformation point along the
optical fiber from the reflected scattered light. Wang and Shi applied BOTDR technology to slope
deformation monitoring. However, the optical fiber deformation is very small (generally 15,000 με).
If the deformation is too large, the optical fiber will break. This situation has happen in several
monitoring systems, such as the slope surface deformation monitoring system in the Guanjia slope of
Longli freeway in Zhejiang Province in China, so BOTDR is usually used to measure the deformation
of buildings, bridges or dams.
D-InSAR is a wide area surface deformation sensing technology [12–15]. Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar takes pictures of the observed object from different view angles at different times.
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After interferometric processing with these images, D-InSAR technology can give a synoptic view of
the deformation events projected along the sensor-target line of sight on areas of hundreds to thousands
of square kilometers. The accuracy of D-InSAR can be at cm level or more. Achache et al. studied
the Saint-Etienne-de-Tinee landslide in the south of France using D-InSAR technology with six
interferometry pictures obtained from ERS-1 in 1995 and proved the consistency between the accuracy
of D-InSAR technology and the accuracy of other ground monitoring methods. However, image
coherence will seriously affect the application of D-InSAR in surface deformation monitoring.
Especially at areas with a large amount of vegetation or when a large surface deformation happens in
a short time, the coherence may be too low to obtain surface deformation data.
After analyzing ground surface deformation characteristics and the present surface deformation
sensing technologies, we put forward a new distributed surface deformation detection technology based on
TDR using a special TDR sensing cable. This special TDR sensing cable can overcome BOTDR’s
intrinsic limit (small deformations). It can detect large distributed deformations in geological hazards.
2. TDR Distributed Sensing Technology Background
TDR technology is something like radar (Figure 1). A TDR device sends an exciting electrical
signal into a TDR sensing cable. The exciting electrical signal can be a short-time pulse or
a fast-leading-edge step electrical signal. The electrical signal will be reflected back at the position
where the cable impedance is not continuous. This discontinuity can be caused by the change of the
environment around the cable or the change of the sensing cable structure. According to the reflected
signal waveform, the environmental situation along the cable can be measured and located.
Figure 1. TDR measurement system.
Sensing cable
TDR device

Exciting signal

Reflected signal

TDR technology has been used in many fields. Using TDR technology, cable fault location
equipment can point out where telephone cable is broken or short circuited. It helps workers fix
communication networks. TDR is also used in measuring the water content of soils [16,17]. Water
content can change soils’ dielectric constant, and there is a relationship between soils’ dielectric
constant and electrical signal’s propagation velocity. According to this relationship, Topp measured
soil water content with coaxial transmission line sensing cable. Besides water content, TDR
technology is also used in underground displacement measurements in landslide monitoring [18–21].
The deformation of soil/rock mass induces the cable’s cross-sectional deformation, which then induces
the TDR response (Figure 2). Lin measured this deformation with coaxial cable [18].
However, traditional TDR sensor cable is hard to apply in surface deformation measurements.
Generally, there are two kinds of TDR sensing cables. One is the coaxial cable; the other is the parallel
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ccable (like telephone
t
c
cable).
As Lin
L did, coaaxial cable can measurre shear deformation underground
u
d,
b the TDR
but
R sensing cable
c
shouldd have the ability to measure
m
streetch deform
mation (like BOTDR) in
i
s
surface
defoormation moonitoring (F
Figure 3). However,
H
th
he elasticity of coaxial cable and parallel
p
cable
iss too smalll to be useed in stretchh deformattion applicaations. In order
o
to appply TDR teechnology in
i
s
surface
defoormation disstributed deetection, an elastic heliical TDR seensing cablle (EHTSC)) is proposeed
inn this paperr.
F
Figure
2. Cooaxial cablee cross-sectiional sharp deformation.
Presss from soill/rock mass

Coaxiaal cable

Cross-sectional
deformattion
Figure 3.. Stretch defformation.

Tensile forcee

Stretch deeformation

3 Elastic Helical
3.
H
TDR
R Sensing Cable
C
As show
wn in Figuree 4, elastic helical TD
DR sensing cable has a unique sttructure com
mpared witth
trraditional TDR
T
sensor cable. In thhe center off the cable is a silicone rubber roppe. A couple of parallel
w
wires
coil arround the roope. We calll them heliical wires here. There is
i a siliconee rubber pip
pe around thhe
h
helical
wiress. The silicoone rubber pipe
p is usedd for keeping
g helical wiires away frrom water in
n the groundd.
The paralllel wires have a plastiic sheath as shown in Figure
F
5, soo the distancce between two wires in
i
thhe parallel wires
w
is fixeed. Becausee of its uniqque structuree, EHTSC has
h two speccial charactteristics. Firrst,
itt has goodd elasticity compared with coaxiaal cable, paarallel cablle and optical fiber. As
A shown in
i
F
Figure
6, when
w
EHTS
SC is stretcched, the heelical wiress’ pitch inccreases, thee silicone ru
ubber rope’s
d
diameter
beccomes smalller and thee silicone ruubber pipe becomes
b
thhinner, but tthe helical wires
w
are noot
b
broken
during this proocess, so EH
HTSC can have a mu
uch bigger deformationn range com
mpared witth
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ooptical fiberr and other traditional TDR sensoor cables. Second, the EHTSC’s iimpedance will increasse
w
when
the pittch of the helical
h
wiress increases. The distrib
buted deform
mation detection ability
y is based on
o
thhis characteeristic. It will
w be emphhatically disscussed in this
t
paper. When fixedd along a hill’s
h
surface,
thhis TDR sennsing cable will be streetched if a landslide haappens.
Figure 4. Structure
S
off elastic helical TDR sensing cablee.

Figure 5. Parallel
P
wirees structure.

Figurre 6. TDR sensing cablle when streetched.

4 Relationsship betweeen Stretching and Imp
4.
pedance
4 Impedannce Analysiis
4.1.
Accordinng to the trannsmission-lline theory, transmissio
on-line refleection coeffi
ficient is:

ρ = U r / U t = (Z L − Z C ) /(Z L + Z C )
where ρ = Reflection
w
R
cooefficient,
Ur = Reflected
R
siggnal voltagee from TDR
R sensing caable,
Ut = Exciting
E
signnal voltage send by thee TDR devicce,
ZL = im
mpedance at
a the deform
mation poinnt on TDR seensing cable,
ZC = TDR
T
sensingg cable’s im
mpedance.

(11)
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Accordinng to Equaation (1), the impedaance charaacteristic decides the TDR sen
nsing cable’s
m
measuremen
nt characterristic. If ZL > ZC, a positive reflectted signal will
w be founnd in the refflected signal
w
waveform.
I ZL < ZC, a negative signal will be
If
b received. Cables withh different iimpedance characterist
c
ic
c detect different
can
d
paarameters. In
I order too detect strretching groound surfacce deformattion, a TDR
s
sensing
cablle’s impedannce should change wheen the cablee is stretched by groundd surface deeformation.
The TDR
R sensing caable can be modeled ass the circuitt shown in Figure
F
7, whhere R is th
he distributeed
r
resistance,
L is the disstributed indductance, C is the disstributed caapacitance aand G is th
he distributeed
c
conductance
e.
F
Figure
7. Trransmission
n-line modeel.

Accordinng to the trannsmission-lline model, the impedan
nce model of
o the TDR measuremeent cable is::
Z C = ( R + jωL) /(G + jωC )

(22)

where ω = frequency
w
fr
off the signal and j = com
mplex unit.
If ω is laarge enoughh, R and G can
c be ignoored comparred with jω
ωL and jωC. The imped
dance can be
b
c
changed
to Equation
E
(3):
ZC = L / C

(33)

Compareed with coaxxial cable annd parallel cable, the electromagn
e
netic fields oof helical wires
w
is mucch
m
more
complicatedand itt is difficultt to calculatte L and C precisely.
p
T simplify the analysiss, we assum
To
me
thhat the signnal frequenccy is high enough
e
andd the electro
omagnetic wave
w
alongg the helicaal structure is
a
approximate
ely a plane wave. Bassed on this assumption
n, the electrromagnetic fields can be analyzeed
u
using
static electromagn
e
netic analyssis methods.
Figure 8 shows the surface elecctric field distribution
d
of the heliccal wires. Ea is the inteernal electric
f
field
of parrallel wires.. Besides thhe internal electric fieeld Ea, therre is an electric field Eb betweeen
a
adjacent
helical wires as
a the helicaal wires are closely entw
wined.
Accordinng to the surface
s
elecctric field distribution
n, the distrributed cappacitance C consists of
o
tw
wo parts:
C = Ca + Cb

w
where
Ca = internal
i
disttributed cappacitance inn parallel wiires,
Cb = distributed
d
c
capacitance
between addjacent heliccal wires.

(44)
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F
Figure
8. Ellectric field
d distributionn.

If the signnal frequenccy is high enough,
e
mosst of chargee will be on the surface of the wirees. Accordinng
too the paralleel wires cappacitance caalculation method,
capacitancee can be wriitten as:
m
the distributed
d

d a db
1
1
r2
C = πε (
+
) = πε
d
d
d
d
ln a ln b
ln a lnn b
r
r
r
r
ln

(55)

where r = wire
w
w radius,
da = diistance of sppace a,
db = diistance of sppace b,
ε = perrmittivity.
r is muuch smallerr than da andd db here.
When thee signal freequency is high
h
enoughh, there is a relationshhip betweenn distributed
d capacitancce
a distributted inductannce:
and

v=

1
LC

=

1

εμ

(66)

where v = prropagation velocity
w
v
andd µ = permeeability.
In the iniitial state, da = db = d. According
A
t Equation
to
ns (3), (5) annd (6), EHT
TSC’s impedance can be
b
w
written
as:
d d + Δd
ln ln
n
1 μ
r
r
ZC =
(77)
π ε ln d (d + Δd )
r2
w
where
Δd iss the change value of db. If the reelative perm
meability iss 1, the relaative permitttivity is 1.22,
w
wires
radiuss r is 0.2 mm
m and initiaal distance d is 1.27 mm.
m Figure 9 is the relaationship cu
urve betweeen
Δ and ZC.
Δd
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Figure 9. Relationnship curve between
b
Δdd and ZC.

The relattionship currve shows that
t
EHTSC
C’s impedan
nce increases when the cable is stretched
s
annd
thhe rate deccreases wheen Δd increaases. That means
m
EHT
TSC can efffectively deetect the deeformation in
i
a certain rannge near Δd = 0.
4 Impedannce Experim
4.2.
ment
Until noow the relaationship between
b
eloongation an
nd impedaance has bbeen discusssed througgh
trransmissionn-line theorry. An impedance expperiment is done here to verify tthe theoretiical analysiis.
F
Figure
10 is the illustrattion of the impedance
i
t
test.
F
Figure
10. Impedance experimentt.

The impedance expperiment syystem consiists of threee parts, naamely a RIIGOL DG3121A signal
g
generator,
A
Agilent
MS
SO7054A oscilloscope
o
e and elasttic helical TDR sensiing cable. The RIGO
OL
D
DG3121A
c generatee a fast-leadding-edge (lless than 2 ns)
can
n electricaal step signaal. Its outpu
ut impedancce
iss 50 Ω. Thee bandwidthh of the Aggilent MSO77054A is 50
00 MHz andd its sampliing frequen
ncy is 2 GHz.
T signal generator
The
g
a oscilloscope compose a TDR
and
R device. Thhe sensing cable’s inittial length is
2 mm. Its diameter iss about 10 mm.
270
m
Figure 111 shows thee transient circuit
c
moddel of the im
mpedance experiment.
e
ZC is the im
mpedance of
o
E
EHTSC.
Zs is signal generator’s output
o
impeedance. Equ
uation (8) iss the relatioonship betw
ween the steep
s
signal
voltagge US and thhe transient voltage UC on ZC:
Uc =

Zc
Us
Zs + Zc

(88)
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F
Figure
11. Transient
T
ciircuit model.

Figure 122 shows thee transient voltage
v
wavveform in th
he EHTSC. The step siignal voltag
ge US createed
b the signaal generatorr is 5 V. Because of the sensing cable impedance, the trransient volttage is loweer
by
thhan the stepp signal volltage. Howeever, the waaveform is not
n a straighht line. Thee change off the transiennt
v
voltage
can be caused by
b the non-uuniformity of
o the cablee’s impedannce. In orderr to find thee relationshiip
b
between
thee transient voltage
v
andd the elongaation of thee sensing cable, the avverage transient voltagge
iss calculatedd.
Figure 12. The trannsient voltaage waveforrm under steep excitationn signal.

Figure 13. Relationsship betweeen elongatio
on and averaage transiennt voltage.
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Figure 133 shows thaat the transsient voltagge UC increaases when EHTSC is stretched. And
A the ratte
d
decreases
w the elonngation incrreasing. Acccording to Equation
with
E
(88), we can ccalculate th
he impedancce
o EHTSC as
of
a Figure 144 shows.
Fiigure 14. Relationship
R
between im
mpedance annd elongatioon.

The expeeriment resuults verify our conclussion that th
he impedancce of EHTS
SC increasees when it is
s
stretched.
T
There
is a difference
d
b
between
Figgures 9 and
d 14. This difference may be caaused by thhe
c
connector
annd the non-uuniform struucture of thhe manual seensing cablee.
5 Research
5.
h on Local Deformatio
D
on
The last section shhows that the
t impedannce of an elastic hellical structuure TDR seensing cable
inncreases whhen it is strretched. As Equation (1) shows, this
t is the physical
p
bassis for TDR
R technologyy.
A
According
t transmisssion line theory,
to
t
a positive sign
nal will bee reflected if the locaal impedancce
inncreases. Figure
F
15 shows
s
the method
m
of the local deformation
d
n experimennt. The TD
DR device is
c
composed
of the signal generator and
a the osciilloscope wh
hich have been mentionned above. We choose a
d
deformation
n section on the sensingg cable. Twoo fixtures arre fixed at the
t ends of tthe deformaation sectionn.
W
When
we puush the fixttures away from each other a loccal deformaation is creaated on the deformatioon
s
section.
Wee use a Verrnier caliper to measuure the distaance change between the two fix
xtures as thhe
d
deformation
n variation.
Figu
ure 15. Illusstration of thhe local defformation TDR
T
experim
ment.
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The lenggth of the deformation
d
n section is 25.0 mm. Then the deformation
d
n section is stretched to
t
5
54.6
mm. Fiigure 16 shhows the traansient voltaage in the initial
i
state and the trannsient voltaage when thhe
c
cable
is streetched. From
m the wavefform in thee red circle, we can seee that there is a differeence betweeen
thhe two wavveforms. Compared
C
w non-unniformity in
with
nfluence, thhe waveform
m differencce caused by
b
s
stretching
iss very small. To obtain deformatioon directly from
fr
the wavveform is ddifficult.
Figure 166. Comparisson transien
nt voltage waveforms.
w

To obtainn the local change
c
of thhe transient voltage, a comparison
c
n method is applied in the
t TDR datta
p
processing.
The differeence wavefo
form in Figuure 17 is created by calculating
c
the stretcheed waveform
m
m
minus
the innitial state waveform.
w
There is ann obvious spike
s
in the waveform which is ceased
c
by thhe
s
stretching
deeformation.. Beside thee highest sppike, there are
a many othher lower sspikes. Thosse spikes caan
b created by the TDR device meaasurement unncertainty.
be
Figure 17.. Differencee waveform..

Figure 188 shows thaat there is a difference between
b
two
o initial trannsient voltaage waveforrms. It meanns
thhat the unceertainty of TDR
T
device will affect the
t differen
nce waveform
m whether ddeformation
n is happeneed.
In order to
t detect grround surfaace deformaation, the reelationship between reeflected wav
veform spikke
a stretching deformaation is researched. Inn this experriment, we select threee different deformatioon
and
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ssections—255 mm, 35 mm,
m 45 mm.. Figure 19 shows the local
l
deform
mation TDR
R experimen
nt results witth
thhe comparisson methodd.
Figure 18. Difference
D
w
waveform
beetween two initial transsient voltagge waveform
ms.

Figuree 19. Changee of transiennt voltage waveform
w
with
w differennt deformatiion section lengths.

(a) 25 mm
m

(b) 35 mm
m
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Figgure 19. Co
ont.

(c) 45 mm
m
With diffferent deform
mation secttion, the waveforms sho
ow that the spike magnnitude increase when thhe
s
sensing
cablle is stretchhed from 4 mm
m to 24 mm
m with diffferent defoormation section length
hs. It verifiees
thhe conclusion which iss made accoording to thee theoretical analysis abbove.
However, the refleccted wavefoorm spike magnitude
m
will
w be affeected by thee length of deformatioon
s
section.
Froom Figure 20,
2 we can see that the spike maagnitude forr the longerr deformatio
on section is
h
higher
than the otherss with shorrt deformatiion section
ns for the same
s
stretchhing length
h. Thereforre,
d
deformation
n length cannnot be calcuulated simply from the spike magnnitude.
Figuree 20. Relationship betw
ween deform
mation sectiion lengths and
a magnituudes of the spikes.

This probblem had been
b
put foorward by Lin
L in quan
ntification of
o coaxial cable deforrmation witth
T
TDR
[18,222]. He solvved this problem withh a non-un
niform transsmission line multisecction modeel.
H
However,
hiis method iss hard to appply to this experiment.
e
. EHTSC ussed in this experiment is
i much morre
n
non-uniform
m than comm
mercial coaxxial cable which
w
was used by Lin in the locallized shear deformationn.
In our opinioon, this probblem may be
b solved byy improving
g the EHTSC
C manufactturing proceess.
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6 Locating Deformatiion Point Test
6.
T
Althoughh further ressearch should be done in calculating out the cable’s
c
strettching lengtth, EHTSC’s
a
ability
to loccate stretchiing deformaation pointss is a usefull characterisstic. Becausse of the no
on-uniformitty
o the cable,, the locatioon of deform
of
mation pointts still uses the comparrison method to deal wiith TDR datta.
F
Figure
21 shhows the refflection wavveforms whhen the defo
ormation happpens at diffferent posittions.
Figuree 21. Refllection signnal waveforms when the deform
mation happpens at diifferent
positioons on the sensing cablle.

Total length of the sensing cablle in the expperiment is 2 m. The deeformation section leng
gth is 30 mm
m.
T stretchinng length iss 20 mm, which
The
w
means the deform
mation secttion length cchanges fro
om 30 mm to
t
5 mm. Thee distances shown
50
s
in Figure 21 are from the teerminal of thhe sensing ccable to thee deformatioon
s
section.
Thee waveform
ms indicate that the magnitudes
m
of
o the spikees decreasee when the deformatioon
p
positions
moove away frrom the TDR
R device. Itt can be cau
used by multtiple reflectiions and con
nductive losss.
T multiplee reflectionns caused byy the non-uuniformity of
The
o the cable decrease the spike’ss magnitude.
T
Therefore,
w
when
we stuudy on the relationship
r
between th
he reflected spike and the stretchin
ng length, thhe
d
distance
inflluence shouuld be includded.
F
Figure
22. Result
R
after demarcatioon.
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Figure 22 is the relationship between spike positions located by the oscilloscope from Figure 21 and
the real deformation positions. It is a linear relationship. If choosing a straight line from the point at
20 cm to the point at 140 cm to fit the experiment results in Figure 22, the max location error is 1.6 cm.
Using this method, the deformation points can be located by EHTSC.
7. Conclusions
This research describes an elastic helical TDR sensing cable which is suitable for distributed ground
surface deformation detection. From the research above, we can draw some conclusions as follows:
(1) There is a relationship between an elastic helical TDR sensing cable’s structure and its
impedance. This relationship is analyzed based on transmission-line model and shown as
Equation (7). From Equation (7) we know that the cable impedance increases when the cable is
stretched. This characteristic is verified by experiments.
(2) A positive pulse reflected signal will be generated at the deformation point on the sensing cable.
Because of non-uniformity of the cable structure, it is difficult to obtain the reflected signal
caused by deformation. To overcome this problem, we use a comparison method to deal with
the reflected signal wave and get a clear positive pulse reflected signal from the noise.
(3) The reflected signal amplitude has a relationship with the deformation section length, stretching
elongation and distance from TDR device. From experiments, we can see that the longer the
deformation section length, the longer the stretching elongation and a short distance from TDR
device will give a higher reflected signal amplitude.
(4) The sensing cable can locate the deformation point accurately. After demarcation, the elastic
helical TDR sensing cable could effectively locate the position of the deformation point in the
simulation ground surface deformation experiment. In further application, the sensing cable
will be fixed on the surface of a landslide. When the landslide happens, the sensing cable will
be stretched. Through the sensing cable, we can monitor any deformation on the landslide
along the sensing cable.
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